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Abstract: The aim of this work is the simulation of volu-
metric strain of tuberous crop during drying. We propose a
poroelastic model for predicting the drying kinetics and
volume loss of potato cubes during convective drying. The
Biot’s theory of poroelasticity was used, which considers
the Lamé parameters, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s
ratio. Drying kinetics and volumetric strain were modeled
and compared versus experimental data. An X-ray micro-
tomograph coupled with image analysis was used to
visualize the shape and size of the samples during drying.
Drying experiments were conducted at 50, 60 and 70 °C,
20% RH, with an air velocity of 1 and 2 m/s. The drying
process was interrupted several times to perform tomo-
graphic acquisitions.We found a period of ideal shrinkage,
nevertheless, the volumetric strain reveals a kinetic
behavior over time. The model computes the volumetric
strain, which describes correctly the experimental data
obtained by microtomography.

Keywords: Darcy’s law; Lamé parameters; micro-
tomography; stress-strain; volumetric strain.

1 Introduction

Industry has a real interest to predict and control the
texture of plant-based foods, particularly in relation to

processing and/or postharvest treatments [1], and due to a
huge and ever-increasing range of foods, manufacturers
find themselves in an intensely competitive scenario [2].
The quality of foods is of primary importance for the food
industry and to consumers [3]. Also, due to an increasing
refusal in the use of chemicals as food preservatives, an
improved quality of the dried product is required in drying
operations [4, 5]. The food industry needs the development
of new products, processes, and equipment in order to
boost the quality and safety. As new ingredients, pro-
cesses, and equipment are tested, the predictive capacity of
models can play a considerable role [6, 7].

Convective drying is a complex process that targets the
reduction of moisture content inmaterials by using awarm
airflow. In convective drying, the drying rate is generally
high at the beginning of the process since it depends
largely on the concentration of moisture at the surface of
the product [5]. The removal of water modifies the food
microstructure, and in some materials allows chemical
reactions [8, 9].

Foods undergo volumetric changes during the drying
process, nevertheless most research works neglect the
deformation of materials [10]. These changes are accom-
panied by internal strain-stress formation, resulting in
inferior product quality [11]. Mayor and Sereno [12] notes
that the loss of water and heating cause stresses in the
cellular structure of the food, allowing a change in shape
and dimension, and Fanta et al. [13] explains the shrinkage
results from the collapse of cells during water evaporation,
which has a negative effect on the quality of the material.

Efforts to understand and simulate food deformation
during drying are necessary in order to enhance food
quality and food operations. The numerical simulations
predict the behavior of materials under different scenarios.
The properties and responses of the material can be visu-
alized prior to experiments, in this way, we can quantify
the magnitude of the changes. In the case of drying, the
simulations are useful since we can predict the magnitude
of the volume loss and the evolution of the elasticmodulus.
In addition, the simulations reduce the experimental
testing and reengineering costs. Dhall and Datta [14],
developed a model for deformable food. Assuming the
solid skeleton is an incompressible hyperelastic material,
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they used a Neo-Hookean model. Their model was vali-
dated with experimental data for convective drying of
potato slabs obtained from ref. [15]. The shrinkage was
computed as a percentage changes in thickness, length
and width of the potato samples. They found a linear
relationship between moisture content and shrinkage,
observing shrinkage of potato slabs stops below a critical
moisture content. Curcio and Aversa [16] proposed a me-
chanical model for potato cylinders assuming an aniso-
tropic change. An air velocity of 2.2 and 2.8 m/s,
temperatures of 70 and 85 °C, and a relative humidity
between 35 and 50% were applied by using a cylindrical
drying cell. The authors consider the potato follows an
elastoplastic behavior, then the stress–strain relationship
was expressed through the elastoplastic stress–strain ma-
trix. The authors use a vernier caliper to measure the
dimensions of the sample, and predict the shrinkage of the
thickness and diameters of potato samples with a
maximum deviation of 10%.

Another approach developed in the last years analyzes
the mass and heat transport in deformable media by
considering the Biot’s theory of poroelasticity. This
perspective studies the behavior ofmaterials whose porous
microstructures are occupied by a fluid. This approach has
been applied in systems like geomaterials, biomaterials,
gels, and polymers, but rarely in foods [14, 17]. In a
deformable porous material, the deformation of the solid
skeleton is mechanically coupled to the flow of the inter-
stitial fluids. For simplicity, only two phases, solid and
fluid, are considered. The poroelasticity theory combines
Darcy’s law with Terzaghi’s effective stress and nonlinear
elasticity in a rigorous kinematic framework [18].

Usually, measuring shrinkage from drying involves
destructive or inaccurate techniques such as volume
displacement methods [19]. The impact of drying methods
on the food microstructure, to our knowledge, remains to
be studied, even though it is a crucial aspect in food quality
[20]. X-ray computed tomography (CT) is a technique that
uses differences in X-ray absorption to generate attenua-
tion maps of samples. From multiple radiographs taken at
different angles, a 3D image is reconstructed or computed.
Due to its nondestructive nature, it has become a useful
tool for exploring the internal structure of food materials.
Many researchers use X-ray CT to characterize different
plant-based food materials, including apple [21], kiwi [22],
raspberry [23], mango [24], beetroot [25] and banana [26].
This non-destructive technique is emerging in the field of
food science [20]. It has been successfully utilized to
investigate frozen apples [27], fried potatoes [28], and dried
banana slices [19].

The aim of this work is the simulation of drying of
potatoes (Solanum tuberosum) undergoing deformation.
Based on thermodynamic and phenomenological princi-
ples, the drying model implements the poroelastic theory
coupled to heat and mass transfer. We consider the Biot-
Willis coefficient, the specific storage coefficient and the
Lamé parameters. Our model predicts the volume loss and
drying kinetics based on continuum mechanics. The
numerical results are validated for the first time with
experimental results obtained from CT.

2 Materials and methods

The potato variety Alpha (S. tuberosum) was obtained from a local
supermarket in Liège (Belgium) and stored at 3–4 °C for one to two
days. The initial moisture content was determined according to the
oven-dry method (AOAC 32.1.03) [29].

The effectiveness of the proposed models was evaluated by the
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), which is a standard way to measure
the error of a model in predicting quantitative data:

RMSE =
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1
N

∑
N

z=1
(Sz − Oz)2

√
(1)

2.1 Drying experiments

Drying by forced convection was performed at controlled conditions.
Potato cubes (edges of 0.018 m) were prepared. The initial volume of
the cubes was 5.832E-6 m3. The samples were dried at three tem-
peratures (50, 60 and 70 °C), with a relative humidity of 20% and air
velocity of 1, and 2 m/s. Cubes were dried in a micro dryer, as
described in previous studies [30]. The micro-dryer can operate at
temperatures ranging from 20 to 180 °C. In this dryer, the air flow
ranges from 0.3 to 5 m/s. The maximum steam production at the
highest air flow achieves an absolute humidity of about 0.2 kg/kg of
dry air.

The samples were placed in a tray. The potato lies in the drying
chamber on a supporting grid linked underneath to a precision
weighing device (BP 150 from Sartorius, Germany; accuracy: 0.001 g).
During drying, themass of the potato cube sample was recorded every
30min for thefirst 2 h, then every 1 h for the next six, and every 2 h after
that when necessary. The weighing device is connected to a PC that
records the mass.

2.2 X-ray microtomography

Themicrotomograph used in this study was a Skyscan-1074 (Skyscan,
Belgium). The X-ray source was set at 40 kV and 1 mA. The detector
was a 2D, 768 × 576 pixels, 8 bit X-ray camera with a spatial resolution
of 41 μm, as described in ref. [31]. Radiographs were taken, with a
900 ms exposure time, every 3.6° over 180°. CT acquisitions were
interlaced with mass measurements during drying.
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2.3 Image analysis

After scanning, CT reconstruction was performed using Skyscan’s
NRecon software (v. 1.6.9.8), generating a 3D grayscale X-ray attenu-
ationmap of the sample. Simple thresholding was used to binarize the
image, assigning each pixel to either the sample or void. A simple
connected component analysis of the void phase can highlight the
closed pores inside the potato. Sample volumewasmeasured through
pixel counting in the FIJI software (Figure 1).

2.4 Fundamentals for the mathematical model and
simulations

The following assumptionswere considered in thiswork: (1) the potato
is supposed isotropic (considering the nearly isodiametric cells [32], (2)
the solid, liquid, and vapor phases are continuous, so a representative
volume element can be used, (3) the water vapor-dry air mixture is an
ideal gas, (4) The phases are in thermodynamic equilibrium, meaning
the temperature is the same on the entire interface, (5) air is insoluble
in liquid, (6) the liquid water in the pores is incompressible. Defor-
mation implies a change in the distance between two points in the
material, and is defined as the relative deformation, i.e., the change in
distance (e.g., length of a specimen) divided by the original distance;
then it could be displayed as a dimensionless quantity [33]. We have
assumed domain stresses are impacted by the solid matrix and fluid,
and we have represented the displacements as a function of stress
through Lamé-Hooke equations. Potatoes are considered as a poroe-
lastic material, then the relation between the stress tensor and the
strain tensor is written in terms of the Lamé constants. The geometric
domain is a cube with edge 0.018 m.

2.4.1 Conservation equations: The change in moisture content is
explained by the migration of free and vapor water, and the effect of
contraction, according to Eq. (2).

∂W
∂t

+ 1
ρs

( ∇⋅nl + ∇⋅ nv + ∇⋅ nσ) = 0 (2)

The flow of liquid is written in terms of a concentration gradient
[34], where the permeability of the tissue is taking into account. The
liquid flow can be written as:

nl = {−Dc ∇cl , W ≥Wc

0 , W <Wc
(3)

Dc is the capillary diffusivity (not molecular diffusivity) of water
through the cell. In practice,Dc is treated as effective diffusivity,which
includes the liquid pressure provoked by a concentration difference,
as proposed by [14]:

Dc = ρl
keff
μl

∂pl

∂cl
(4)

The transport mechanism for the moisture transfer during the
capillary phase is explained by Darcy’s Law. The driving force
responsible for the capillary flow is the pressure gradient of the liquid
phase. The retention ofwater is a result of attractive forces between the
solid and liquid phases [35]. The stresses are a consequence of the
internal pressure variation within the material during convective
drying, provoked by an evacuation of liquid water, mainly. Mathe-
matically, this contribution is expressed as:

nσ = − ρkl
ϵpSlμl

∇Pl (5)

Where liquid pressure and saturation have an important effect on
stress. The expression for liquid saturation is as follows:

Sl = W ⋅ ρs(1 − ϕ)
(1 −W)ϵp ⋅ ρl

(6)

The transport of water vapor is described by a combination of
the Fick’s law and Darcy’s law, as shown in Eq. (6). The gas transport
is calculated by using an effective diffusion coefficient [36].

nv =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

0,W ≥Wc

−ρgDeff ∇ Xv = −ρgDeff ∇ (Pv

Pg
), W <Wc

(7)

For the macroscopic dry air conservation, we write:

∂ρa
∂t

+ ∇ ⋅ (na) = 0 (8)

The flux of dry air is described as follows:

na =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

0,W ≥Wc

−ρgDeff ∇ Xa = −ρgDeff ∇ (Pa

Pg
), W <Wc

(9)

Figure 1: Methodology for volume
estimation.
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For the energy conservation, we have:

ρCp
∂T
∂t

+ ρiCpini ⋅ ∇T + ∇ ⋅ (K ∇ T) + λ(nv) = 0 (10)

In order to compute the volumetric strain (evol) (Eq. (11)), we
consider the stress tensor (σ), the Biot-willis coefficient, the drainage
coefficient (S), and a coupling with the Darcy’s law (Eq. (12)). The loss
of a fluid phase affects the normal stress, in this way, we use the
Darcy’s law to estimate the flow field in the model.

ρS
∂σf

∂t
+ ∇ ⋅ ( − ρk

μ
∇ σpl) + ραB

∂evol
∂t

= 0 (11)

∂σpl

∂t
+ ∇ ⋅ ( − ρk

μ
∇ nσ) = 0 (12)

The model considers the rate of change in strain from the solid-
deformation equations coupled to the fluid pressure gradient.
Hence, we can write an equation that relates the fluid stresses and
the material deformation. The stress-strain equation (Eq. (11)) in-
volves two relevant poroelastic parameters: the Biot-Willis coeffi-
cient (∝B) which translates the efficiency of fluid pressure to
counterbalance the total stress applied, and the specific storage
coefficient (S) characterizing the amount of fluid evacuated by the

decreasing pressure. Equation (11) considers the volume loss, ∂evol
∂t

being the volumetric strain of the porous matrix. The rate of change

in strain ∂evol
∂t acts as a coupling term in Darcy’s Law (Eq. (12)) and

becomes quasi-static when solved simultaneously with a time-
dependent flow model.

The governing equation for the poroelastic material model is:

− ∇ ⋅σf = ρ ⋅ g (13)

The poroelastic material model uses Eq. (11) to describe changes
in the total stress tensor and porous matrix displacement due to
boundary conditions and changes in pore pressure. Equation (13)
describes a state of static equilibrium because the changes in the solid
balance out immediately, that is, there are no time-dependent terms.
Likewise, specific storage coefficient is expressed as:

S = ϵp ⋅ χf +
(αB − ϵP)(1 − αB)

Κ
(14)

The 3D constitutive relation between the stress tensor σ and the
strain tensor can be conveniently written in terms of the Lamé con-
stants. The Lamé’s constant λs, and the shear modulus μs, are related
to Poisson’s ratio ν, and elasticmodulusE. Poisson’s ratio, ν, is defined
as the ratio of lateral strain to axial strain in a specimen subjected to
axial deformation; for porous materials ν tends to zero. It is a constant
that relates modulus of rigidity to Young’s modulus, expressed as the
following equation:

E = 2G(ν + 1) (15)

We chose a value of 0.3 for the Poisson’s ratio to characterize the
mechanical property of potatoes in the glassy state. The elastic
modulus, E, has been estimated as a function of moisture content (dry
basis) and is given by [37]:

E = 1.691 ⋅ 107e−0.522⋅W  W > 1.0 (16)
E = 5.23 ⋅ 107e−1.704⋅W  W ≤ 1.0 (17)

A study in Golden Delicious apples, reveals a linear relationship
between Young’s modulus and the Lamé’s coefficient [38].

2.4.2 The initial and boundary conditions: The initial moisture con-
tent (average) was 5.47 kgwater/kg drymatter, and the temperature at
t = 0 was 22 °C. The fluxes at the surfaces are calculated by using the
heat and mass transfer coefficients and the corresponding potentials.
There are six boundary conditions called CF1, CF2, CF3, CF4, CF5 and
CF6 (face on a supporting grid), which are initially considered at the
same temperature. Equation (18) represents the outward flow of water
vapor leaving the material.

−n ⋅ Deff ∇W
⃒⃒⃒⃒
CF1−CF6 =

1
ρs
hm(Cv∞ − Cg

v ) (18)

To solve the dry-air mass equation, we applied a Neumann
boundary condition (Eq. (19)) in order to estimate the mass flux. The
mass transfer coefficient km (m s−1) was calculated from the correlation
for the Sherwoodnumber. Equation (20) isused for forced convectionon
a flat plate with laminar flow,

ρa|CF1−CF6 = ρa∞ (19)

Sh = 0.66Re1/2Sc1/3 0.6 ≤ Sc ≤ 50 (20)

For the energy equation, the boundary condition is expressed by
Eq. (21). We have calculated the coefficients of heat and mass transfer
from experimental data.

−n ⋅ k ∇ T|CF1−CF6 = hc(T∞ − Ts) − λ[hm(Cv∞ − Cg
v )] (21)

The heat transfer coefficient (W m−2 K−1) was calculated from the
Nusselt number (Eq. (22)).

Nu = 0.66Re1/2Pr1/3 Pr ≤ 1 (22)

To solve the poroelastic Eq. (10), we consider the interaction
between the solid phase and the pressure of the air surrounding the
material and the tension produced by the loss of moisture content,
then we write:

σf

⃒⃒⃒⃒
CF1−CF5 = P∞ + σAMS (23)

u, v,w|CF6 = free (24)

The input parameters of the model are listed in Table 1.
The model was solved by implementing the conservative equa-

tions in COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3b (Comsol Inc., Burlington, MA). A
Lagrange frame was used as reference using quadratic shape func-
tions. The equations for moisture conservation (Eq. (2)), dry air con-
servation (Eq. (8)) and energy conservation (Eq. (10)), were solved in
the Coefficient Form PDE, Eq. (11) was solved by using the poro-
mechanicsmodule and Eq. (12) was solved by using the Darcymodule.
A meshing of 100 tetrahedral elements and 84 triangular elements
were implemented. The direct solver MUMPS was used. The poroe-
lastic model equations were solved by the finite element method, us-
ing a time step of 100 s and 0.01 of relative tolerance.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Simulation of drying kinetics and
Young’s modulus

The averaged initial moisture content of the potato
(S. tuberosum) was 5.58 (dry basis). The simulations
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represent the drying kinetics at different drying conditions.
In Figure 2, we show the numerical predictions, the experi-
mental drying kinetics, and the Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE) for each experiment. We observe the simulations
predict with high accuracy the experimental data. As drying
temperature increases the drying time decreases, likewise a
higher airflow improves the loss of moisture content.
Initially, the pores are saturated with free water until
behaving as a hygroscopic material. The drying periods are
theoretically separated by a critical moisture content. The
critical moisture content (Wc) indicates the beginning of the
hygroscopic domain in the model, where the water activity
(aw) plays an important role. The critical moisture content
commonly varies with the thickness of the material and the
external drying conditions [49]. In this work the critical
moisture content was 1.0 (dry basis).

The shape of the kinetics was influenced by temper-
ature and airflow velocity. The drying time was reduced
when samples were exposed to a higher airflow velocity,
due to faster drying rate. During drying of foodstuffs,
particularly at higher temperatures, a hardening of the
surface tissue may develop; this hardened layer (case-
hardening) opposes resistance to moisture transport in
the cellular layers of inner tissues and deteriorates the

rehydration capacity of the samples. In our experiments, a
thin dry crust was observed. The crust is linked to the
rheological behavior of the solid phase, which strongly
depends on the moisture content of the material, in this
way, the mechanical behavior of potatoes is depicted in
Figure 3. In this figure we observe the Young modulus
increases as the material moisture content decreases. It
means, drying increases the Young modulus, then it is
necessary more stress to cause a deformation in the solid,
because of the material is getting drier and stiffer. A
strong increase of the Young modulus was observed for
the experiment at 70 °C. At the end of drying, a value of
2.7x107 Pa correspond to the sample exposed at 1 m/s
airflow, and 3.5 × 107 Pa to the sample exposed at 2 m/s
airflow. In this regard, a drying temperature of 70 °C will
not be an appropriate drying condition, because it will
hinder the rehydration process.

During drying an intense deformation is experienced,
affecting the properties of the solid phase, transitioning
from a rubber to glassy state (impacting on the pore
network at the surface), and forming a dried shell. Water
transport in a cellular material depends on its passage in
and around cells. According to ref. [34], intracellular
transport occurs when drying at low temperatures (below
52 °C), in this case, moisture migration faces resistance
from cell membranes, cell walls and intercellular spaces.
Extracellular transport occurs at higher temperatures
(above 52 °C), when the cell membrane is broken.

In order to observe the volume changes during drying,
we compute the volumetric strain from simulations. Dis-
placements predicted by simulation were in the order of
10−6 m (quasi-static deformation). Displacements allowed
to calculate radial and axial strains.

3.2 Volumetric strain simulation

The simulated volumetric strain was obtained from V/V0,
where V0 is the initial volume and V is the volume at
different times solved by the model (Figure 4). The
experimental volumetric strain was computed from the
information obtained by microtomography. We noticed
the volumetric strain display an ideal linearly behavior,
as reported in previous mathematical models [17, 50]. For
the first time, the changes in volume at different drying
times were experimentally measured from X-ray micro-
tomography images. The simulations predict with high
accuracy (RMSE), the decrease of volume of the cubes.

Figure 5a shows the numerical and experimental re-
sults of volumetric strain as a function of time for drying at
1 m/s. The results show the kinetic behavior of volumetric

Table : Parameters.

Parameter Expression Reference

Thermal conduc-
tivity (W/m·K)

k = . + . log (M) []

Latent heat of
vaporization
(kJ/kg)

λ = . − .T − .T []

Heat capacity
(Cal/g K)

Cp = .W + . []

Effective
diffusivity coeffi-
cient (m/s)

Deff ¼ a exp
�

b
T

�
exp

�
c
M

� []

Saturated vapor
pressure (Pa)

Pvsat ¼ exp
�
: � :

Ta

�
[]

Vapor concentra-
tion on the sur-
face (kg/m)

C ¼ : × �

�
Pvsat
T sup

�
[]

Water density
(kg/m)

ρw = 

Dry solid density
(kg/m)

 []

Initial moisture
content
(dry basis)

. Experimental

Permeability (m) . × 
− m []

Poisson’s ratio  < v < . [, –]
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Figure 2: Experimental and simulated drying kinetics at three different temperatures (50 °C, 60 °C and70 °C) and two airflowspeeds: (a) 1m/s,
and (b) 2 m/s.

Figure 3: Simulated young’smodulus at three different temperatures (50 °C, 60 °C and 70 °C) and two air flow speeds: (a) 1 m/s and (b) 2 m/s.

Figure 4: Experimental and simulated volumetric strain at three different temperatures (50 °C, 60 °C and 70 °C) and two air flow speeds: (a)
1 m/s and (b) 2 m/s.
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strain, which confirms a strong dependence on moisture
content. Likewise, it is observed the temperature has an
important effect on the contraction, since at 70 °C, the
volumetric strains decrease at a higher rate (slope)
compared to the experiments at 50 and 60 °C.

Figure 5b shows the results for the experiments at 2m/s
air flow. At 70 °C, the volumetric strain decreases dramat-
ically (red line), and for the experiments at 50 and 60 °C,
the values are higher than the experiments at a lower air
velocity, which confirms the importance of convective air
flow. Poroelasticity describes the interaction between fluid
flow and solid deformation, in this way the model can
compute the volumetric strain. Poroelasticity is based on
the geometrically linear theory. This means that in the
strain tensor only linear terms of the displacement gradi-
ents are contained, which is well supported by the fact that
fluids exert normal forces represented as engineering
stress.

We observe that at 1 m/s air flow, the final volume of
the samples is similar, however, for the experiments at 2m/
s, it is observed that the final volume is much lower for the
sample exposed to an air temperature of 70 °C. The results
show that higher airflows cause different shrinkage rates,
and a higher volume loss. At higher air flow (2 m/s), the air
temperature has an important effect on the final volume of
the samples.

The trend for volumetric strain could be related to a
loss of liquidwater (free water) during the first few hours of
drying. This free water exerts a pressure on the pores of the
material and provides the stress necessary to preserve a
rigid structure. Turgor pressures have an impact on tissue
strength, the pressure is exerted by intracellular liquids,
whose are transported towards the surface.When thewater

is removed from the material, the pore network is drained
and the solid deforms. In other words, these changes are
due to the stresses developed while water is removed from
the material, phenomena also observed by Witrowa-
Rajchert and Rząca [51].

3.3 Microtomography results related to
simulations

Figure 6 shows the patterns of deformation and volume
loss obtained during the tomographic acquisition. We
obtain many scans at different drying times and the
experimental volumetric strain was computed from this
information. The similarities between these images are an
evidence of the pattern of volume loss. As drying occurs the
size and shape of the samples are impacted by the heating
intensity. X-ray absorption is affected by moisture content,
then the gray scale allows to observe drier regions at the
surface and in the center. The method visualizes the in-
tensity of volume loss which is computed from the recon-
structed 3D images to get the experimental volumetric
strain. During drying we observe the formation of air cav-
ities, with a complex morphology. The food deformation is
stronger when the amount of evaporated water is larger,
which is a function of temperature and air flow, phenom-
ena clearly observed at 70 °C. CT offers new information to
understand the pattern of volumetric strain during drying.

Figure 6 shows the shape of the potato cubes and how
it evolved when drying. Changes in greyscale in the
tomographic reconstructions are linked to solid density
and water content. When the drying is further along, vol-
ume contraction becomes significant, the cube takes on a

Figure 5: Experimental and simulated volumetric strain as a function of time, at three different temperatures (50 °C, 60 °C and 70 °C) and two
air flow speeds: (a) 1 m/s and (b) 2 m/s.
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warped shape, and a non-uniform distribution of pores
appears. This occurs at different times depending on dry-
ing condition, but the warped shape is well evidenced at
the end of the experiments. Figure 6 shows in light gray
color the regions of solid phase with less density and lower
moisture content. This also occurs in the center of the cube
as the density is lower due to the formation of air bubbles
and lower moisture content. According to ref. [52], a
decrease of the liquid pressure allows the decrease of
turgor pressure, linked to the stiffness of the cellular tissue.
In this work, we are revealing the pattern of volume loss by
using a non-destructive technique.

During drying, the water evaporation at the surface is
linked to volumetric strain. In Figure 7, we observe the
mass flux as a function of moisture content. The mass flux
was more intense for drying condition at 70 °C and 2 m/s
airflow. The model predicts the mass flux for all the ex-
periments, a larger mass flux is evidenced at 70 °C. In the
first hours of drying, moisture transport is controlled by the
external drying conditions, and free water allows a higher
drying rate, nevertheless as drying occurs, the internal
conditions control the moisture migration, in this way, the

microstructure impacts the pathway of moisture migration
and drying rate decreases.

In order to observe the internal structure of the sam-
ples, cross-sections images of CT are presented in Figure 8.
The images correspond to four cuttings (slices) showing the
transversal structure of the sample. S1, S2, S3 and S4 rep-
resents the different cuttings, in black color we observe the
air cavities and in light gray the solid structure. The ability
to measure and visualize food microstructure in 3D is
important to understand the food deformation in associa-
tion with drying conditions. Images reveal the internal
disorder and irregular shape of air cavities. Thewater vapor
interacts with the solid phase displacement, forming air
bubbles difficult to quantify.

The collapse of the tissue structure results in cavity
formation, a heterogeneous pattern is observed at different
drying conditions. Figure 8 shows the evidence on the
formation of cavities by displaying cross-sectional cuts at
different drying times. The phenomenon is complex, and
cavities appears at different drying times with different
patterns. At the end of drying, for experiments at 50 °C, we
observe larger cavities for condition at 2 m/s airflow; for

Figure 6: Images by X-ray microtomography
at different air flow speeds (1 m/s and
2 m/s), and different temperatures: (a)
50 °C, (b) 60 °C and (c) 70 °C.
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drying at 60 °C the cavities seem to be larger for samples
exposed at 1m/s airflow, and for drying at 70 °C the cavities
were observed only for the samples exposed at 1 m/s
airflow. The algorithm allows us to compute the external
volume loss, nevertheless a further analyze should be
implemented in order to compute the internal volume of
cavities.

During drying, water vapor migrates within porous
media and leaves the surface of food at different evapora-
tion rates. The pressure of water vapor depends on tem-
perature and moisture content. Under constant drying
conditions, the surface of the food attains the wet-bulb
temperature if heat transfer is driven by convection.
Figure 9 depicts the evolution of vapor pressure for each

Figure 8: Cross-sections images by X-ray
microtomography. Experimental data at
two air flow speeds: 1 m/s and 2 m/s, and
three different temperatures: (a) 50 °C,
(b) 60 °C and (c) 70 °C.

Figure 7: Experimental and simulated mass flux at different temperatures (50 °C, 60 °C and 70 °C) and two air flow speeds: (a) 1 m/s and
(b) 2 m/s.
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experiment. In the first minutes of drying an increase of gas
pressure is observed, since the material is in the heating
stage and a large amount of freemoisture is available, after
that, a maximum vapor pressure is reached because of the
food is near from the temperature of airflow. Finally, a
decrease of water vapor pressure is evidenced for all the
experiments, explained by a lower availability of moisture
content. During convective drying the evaporation front
recedes at different rates and is influenced by temperature
and airflow. As drying temperature increases, the front
recedes faster into the food. This is because the higher air
temperature provides a higher drying potential and im-
proves the heat flux, but allows a stronger contraction.

Data reveals as the airflow velocity increases, the
moisture removal is improved, mainly due to the higher
dry air replacement in the food surface, in this way the
evaporation front recedes strongly. As drying proceeds,
the internal resistance of the product increases, resulting
in a falling drying rate and the formation of cavities.

4 Conclusions

In this work, a poroelastic model for drying was solved to
simulate the drying kinetics and the volumetric strain of
potato cubes. The numerical simulations predict adequately
the experimental data obtained by the drying experiments
and microtomography. The drying kinetics and the volu-
metric strain (deformation) are impacted by temperature
and airflow. Themass flux and the vapor pressure were also
computed.

The elastic modulus increases as drying occurs, mak-
ing the potato cubes stiffer. For the experiment at 70 °C, a

strong increase of the young’s modulus was evidenced,
such situation is inconvenient for potatoes cubes, since the
further rehydration process will be inhibited. Also, the re-
sults show as airflow velocity increases the young’s
modulus increases.

The computation of solid displacement allows the
estimation of volume evolution during drying. The nu-
merical results show a linear relationship between volu-
metric strain and the moisture content, nevertheless, the
volumetric strain reveals a kinetics behavior when it is
plotted as a function of time. The volumetric strain was
more intense for the samples exposed at 70 °C, and 2 m/s
airflow.

For the first time, X-ray microtomography shows the
evolution of the shape and volume of potato cubes during
the experiment. We observe the patterns of volume
contraction, also the complex, non-uniform and warped
shape of the samples. From these images, it was possible to
compute the experimental volumetric strains and confirm
the linear relationship with moisture content and the
kinetic behavior of volumetric strain over the time.

Due to the isotropic nature of the material, a complex
pattern of the shape is evidenced. With the 3D advantage
and the ability to visualize the internal structure, improved
knowledge of dried materials can result in a better under-
standing of the drying impacts on the fruit and vegetable
volume. Cross-sectional cuttings reveal the formation of
cavities, nevertheless a methodology to quantify the air
cavities must be implemented.

The contraction and volume are important characteris-
tics for potatoes. In this work the evolution of volumetric
strain was revealed by simulation and CT, and the simula-
tions showagoodaccuracy. Smart drying technologiesmust
be implemented in order to reduce the collapse, such tech-
nologies must involve the thermal phenomena coupled to
non-invasive techniques. In the future, the model should
consider both the crust formation and the air cavities in the
samples, in order to enhance the comprehension of the
impact of drying conditions on these characteristics.
Furthermore, an MRI technique could be useful to comple-
ment the CT information. The approach can be implemented
for other fruits and vegetables.

Nomenclature

W Moisture content (kg water/kg dry matter)
t Time (s)
ρ Density (kg/m3)
nl Liquid flux (kg/m2 s)

Figure 9: Simulation of the water vapor pressure at three
temperatures (50 °C, 60 °C and 70 °C) and two air flow speeds: 1 m/s
and 2 m/s.
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nv Vapor flux (kg/m2 s)
nσ Shrinkage flux (kg/m2 s)
Cp Specific heat (J/kg K)
T Temperature (°C)
K Thermal conductivity (W/m K)
λ Coefficient of thermal conductivity of wood (W/m K)
na Air flux (kg/m2 s)
S Drainage coefficient (−)
σf Total stress tensor
k Permeability (m2)
μ Viscosity (Pa·s)
σpl Total stress tensor
αB Biot-Willis coefficient
evol Volumetric strain
Sl Liquid saturation
P Pressure (Pa)
g Acceleration of gravity
ϵp Porosity
χ f Compressibility
E Young’s modulus
G Modulus of rigidity
v Poisson’s ratio
Dc Capillary diffusivity
keff Effective permeability
Deff Diffusivity (m2/s)
Xv Molar fraction
Pv Vapor pressure (Pa)
Pg Gas pressure (Pa)
Xa Molar fraction
hm Mass transfer coefficient (m/s)
Cv∞ Vapor concentration at the surface
T∞ Air temperature (ºC)
T s Atmosphere temperature (K)
ρa∞ Temperature of solid (K)
P∞ Air density in the tunnel (kg/m3)
hc Atmosphere pressure (Pa)Volumetric strain
hm Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K)
N Mass transfer coefficient (m/s)
Sz Experimental data
Oz Predicted values
λs Experimental values
μs Lamé’s constant
D Modulus of shear
evol Diffusivity (m2/s)
hc Volumetric strain
hm Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 K)
Subscripts Mass transfer coefficient (m/s)
a Air
c Capillary
eff Effective
f Fluid
g Gas
AMS Mass separating agent
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